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WHAT’S NEW
From Manufacturing to Mask Dance,
China Seminar has it all

FACEBOOK

China’s industrial metal removing sector is about
to enter onto a crossroad; on the one hand, manufacturing is still growing, on the other, escalating
challenges more than ever are forcing companies to
upgrade their technologies and modes of operation
within the industry. Read More | Photo Gallery

Seminar Updates Russia, Ukraine
Industrial Sector
Despite the economic downturn due to the financial
crisis, the demand for cutting tools is expected to
grow in emerging economies such as Russia. To
help kick-start this process into high-gear,
TaeguTec recently invited 50 Russian and Ukrainian companies. Read More | Photo Gallery

Warm Welcome Back for TaeguTec at EMO
It has been six years since TaeguTec participated at
EMO, and by all indication, their return to the biggest exhibition of its kind was a success. For six
days, visitors and existing customers from Europe
and the world inquired about the products that have
been rapidly garnering …
Read More

BREATHING RIGHT — TaeguTec President Han
Hyun-jun sits down with CNBC's Chloe Cho to discuss the company's big push for a greener tomorrow
by investing heavily in order to make the company
more competitive and environmentally friendly.
CLICK HERE FOR TAEGUTEC FACEBOOK SITE
CLICK HERE FOR CNBC SITE

NEW PRODUCTS

PICTURE OF THE
MONTH

New Carbide T-FlexTec is no Simple Long Shot
Long-reach machining has always brought some
difficult to overcome challenges. TaeguTec’s multipurpose T-FlexTec employs an all new shank technology that provides higher rigidity and flexibility
while reducing cost and machining time.
Read More

ChaseMold Expands With a Variety of Tools,
MM Chip Breaker Introduced
TaeguTec has accentuated its ChaseMold line with
the introduction of a variety of tools such as end
mills, modular heads and face mills as well as a
new insert geometry that brings ease of use to the
power generation industry. ChaseMold is characterized by its thick robust design.
Read More

Chip Breakers Expanded for Turning Line

Click Picture for Larger View
DAM THIS — The Three Gorges Dam that spans the
Yangtze River, China, is the world’s largest power station
in terms of installed capacity. The dam is 2,335 meters
long and 181 meters tall. Made of 27.2 million cubic meters of concrete and 463,000 tons of steel, it is enough to
build 63 Eiffel Towers.
[Xinhua]

As the range of applications grows, so does the
availability of tools with TaeguTec expanding its
line of EA and ET chip breakers for its T-Turn line.
The expanded line offers excellent performance on
stainless steel machining.
Read More

PHOTO GALLERY

ENGINEERING
JOKE
Share your Engineering Jokes by replying to this
email. You won’t win a prize but you will win a
place on this newsletter and the satisfaction knowing that your joke was enjoyed by all.

Look Back at TaeguTec’s Participation at EMO
South Korea’s leading metalworking company
showcased its arsenal of innovative tools at this
year’s EMO. To see more photos, visit the special
feature section found in the Photo Gallery section
of taegutectimes.com.
Click Here to View Pictures

VIDEO VIEW
Chase2Hepta 14-sided Solution
With a 45 degrees entry angle for true 14 corner
inserts, TaeguTec’s Chase2Hepta is the ideal solution for cast iron and steel machining. Watch it in
action through this series of videos.
Product | Demonstration | Expansion Story

COOL
STUFF

Joke Two
(Because Two is Better Than One)
To the optimist, the glass is half full.
To the pessimist, the glass is half empty.
To the engineer, the glass is twice as big as it
needs to be.

30 Cool High Tech Gadgets to
Give Your Home a Futuristic Look
With the gift-giving season just around the corner,
here is a list of cool gift ideas for that engineer in
that has it all. These gadgets attempt to solve today’s problems with new and improved functions
while offered in beautiful designs.
Visit Site

PODCAST

AMAZING VIDEO

RhinoRush Examined on TaeguTec Radio
Interview with Kevin Shin, non-rotating
and rotating product manager, discusses
the advantages behind one of TaeguTec’s
most successful lines, the RhinoRush.
Listen | VideoCast | Download MP3 | Info
MOOD CHANGER — Amazing Car changing color
depending on the mood of the driver. Watch Video
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